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Tactile Animation 

 

 

 

 There are far too many animators today that no longer understand the 

principles of animation.  An attitude of “monkey see, monkey do” prevails, leaving 

many animators with a formula for animation, but not the tools, or in some cases 

even the opportunity, to explore and examine the depths and foundation of their 

craft.  Instead of examining the “what” and “why” of animation, they practice only 

the “how.” 

 I first became familiar with this problem while working on the FX Networkʼs 

first animated show, “ARCHER”. The majority of animators and illustrators under 

my supervision knew what to draw and how to draw it because we constantly 

gave them lists. Most of the time, because they did not understand why things 

were drawn the way they were, a myriad of problems persisted in the 

construction and application of their drawings for the animation.  

 I continue to see evidence of the same problem as I visit different 

educational institutions across the country where animation is taught. Some 

contributing factors to this are both lack of time and money. Whether it is a 
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producer or a professor, there is only so much time they have to spend on a 

project or program before they are expected to deliver results.  

 Oftentimes the fundamentals, which lay the foundation of solid animation 

skills, are skipped or skimmed over and result in the stated problems stated 

above. Don Bluth noted similar problems1 when he was working at Disney 

Animation soon after Walt Disney died and the company had gone public. He 

explained that due to budget constraints, they would recycle animation that had 

been previously used on another picture under advisement from the director.  

This displeased Don and some of the other Disney veterans like Milt Kahl as well: 

Woolie came to me and asked me to animate a scene where Robin Hood would 

dance with Maid Marion. “Wow, this will be really fun,” I said. “I get to make up a 

dance.” “No” was his answer. “I want you to get into the archives and get the 

scene where Snow White is dancing with the dwarfs; make Maid Marion do the 

same dance and then Robin Hood can dance with her.” There I was laying paper 

over the old cells and copying exactly what I had watched as a child. When I 

finished it Milt Kahl, who was the "KING" of animation at the time, saw it and he 

was not happy. “We donʼt do that,” he said. “We donʼt copy other peopleʼs 

animation.” He wasnʼt really angry at me, he was angry at Woolie. Thereʼs no end 

to creativity and no end to new ideas. Lesson number two, Donʼt copy.1 

 
 Animation lives on the page and the screen.  It is often projected and lives 

in an ephemeral linear format.  Its roots lie in illusion and, conceptually, can 

become quite abstract to the student practitioner. How can we more effectively 
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teach the mechanics of animation without compromising the efficiency?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	  

          

 

 

Roots and Branches 

 

 

 

 There are many varieties of animation, and no one person can be attributed 

as the inventor of animation, or even the inventor of modern cinematic animation, 

as many people were working on similar projects at and around the same time. 

Animation is most simply defined as a change of shape, and is further defined as 

the rapid display of a sequence of images or figures positioned in a specific order 

to create the illusion of movement. This optical illusion of motion is due to a 

phenomenon called persistence of vision, where an after image is thought to 

persist on the retina of the eye for roughly 1/25th of a second2.  

 Currently, the most common method of presenting animation is as a motion 

picture or video program, although there are other methods. Early examples of 

animation attempts seem to be closer in form to comics, although they still try to 

capture the phenomenon of motion in their drawings such as the four horses 

neck and neck discovered in the Chauvet Caves of France.  This can be seen in 

old cave paintings, in which the animals depicted have multiple legs to imply 

movement like the eight-legged boar found in Altimira Spain3. In China around 
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180 AD, the inventor Ding Huan created an early version of the zoetrope4. It was 

a device that hung over a lamp and was driven by convection5. The hot air that 

rose turned vanes at the top, which in turn made the painted pictures appear to 

move. In 1834 a British mathematician, W.G. Horner, invented the modern 

zoetrope6 then known as the daedalum until an American developer W.F Lincoln 

named his toy the zoetrope, which means “wheel of life.”   

 The zoetrope has pictures drawn on a strip of paper that could be set 

around the bottom third of a metal drum, with slits cut in the upper section. The 

drum was mounted on a spindle so that it could be spun, and viewers could look 

through the slits down to the picture strip and see it form a moving image. The 

faster the drum spun, the smoother the image would appear.  The principles that 

came from the zoetrope are used today as the basis for modern day cinema. 

 The zoetrope is a wonderful tool that can strip animation down to its 

essence. When broken down and analyzed, it can yield a great amount of data. 

Being able to focus on the mechanics of animation is the very reason I chose to 

work with the zoetrope. The constraint of its form forces an animator to focus on 

the most essential working elements.  

 I hope to create a new kind of multi-functional zoetrope that would be useful 

to all animators, not just in the traditional realm, but also to 3D and stop motion 

animators as well. I call it the ellistrope. In creating the ellistrope, my hope is to 

contribute to the understanding of the craft of animation in the same vein as 

expressed by Richard Williams. In his book “The Animators Survival Guide”, 
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often referred to as the bible of animation, he says: 

I want this book to put over what I have found to be the best working methods, so 

that animating becomes better and easier to do. There are lots of formulas, 

principles, clichés and devices here to help, but the main thing I want to pass on 

is a way of thinking about animation in order to free the mind to do the best work 

possible. I learned from the best in the business and Iʼve boiled it all down to a 

systematic working order. It transformed my work—I hope it will be useful to you 

(Williams vi).  

  

 With a higher level of understanding, especially of the fundamentals, less 

time is devoted to figuring things out in an abstract form, and the animator is free 

to more fully and effectively express themselves in their medium. This new 

zoetrope is a tool that helps with learning those fundamentals of animation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	  

 

 

 

Ellistrope Construction 

 

 

 

 The ellistrope is constructed in a manner similar to the modern zoetrope, 

but instead of using a drum with slits that act as a shutter, it uses a record player 

for the base and a strobe light to create the shutter effect. 

 

The stand is a record player that can play 78ʼs.  
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The top is a wooden record that the figures are attached to by a washer and 

screw. 

 

An adjustable strobe light is set in place and dialed to the correct speed to time 

the animation. The figures are created originally in Maya, a 3D rendering 
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software, and printed out with the help of a 3D printer.  

 

The model has been posed in Maya to create a sequence called a cycle; they are 

then fastened to the wooden record via the washer and screw.  
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These figures when spun give you immediate stop motion animation, something 

that previously took a lot of time. The ellistrope can be viewed from multiple 

angles. It can be stopped at any time to remove the individual figures and study 

each shape, and how the shape changes from wedge to wedge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	  

 

 

 

Inspiration and Influence 

 

 

 

Why make a new zoetrope--we already have those?  Frankly, they are not being 

used. In 1935, Walt Disney envisioned making a full-length feature film. He 

stated, “At first the cartoon medium was just a novelty, but it never really began 

to hit until we had more than tricks… until we developed personalities. We had to 

get beyond getting a laugh. They may roll in the aisles, but that doesnʼt mean you 

have a great picture. You have to have pathos in the thing7.” He knew that it 

would be challenging for his animators to make an audience feel real emotions 

towards characters and not just get a laugh. He made his animators attend life-

drawing classes to elevate their knowledge of human anatomy. To sharpen their 

acting skills, he hired people to model the parts of characters so the animators 

could analyze and caricature the performance, as their study showed that simply 

rotoscoping did not provide adequate results. Later Walt Disney wrote a letter to 

Don Graham and his staff with the hope of inspiring them to seek constant 

improvement in their journey towards believable animation. 

Some of the established animators at the present time are lacking in 
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many things, and I think we should arrange a series of courses to enable these 

men to learn and acquire the things they lack.  

Naturally, the first and most important thing for any animator to know is 

how to draw. Therefore, it will be necessary that we have a good life drawing 

class. But you must remember Don, that while there are many men who make a 

good showing in the drawing class, and who, from your angle seem good 

prospects – these very men may lack in some other phase of the business that is 

very essential to their success as animators.  

I have found that men respond much more readily to classes dealing with 

practical problems than to more theoretic treatment. Therefore I think it would be 

a very good idea to appeal to these men by conducting these classes with the 

practical approach in mind…  

It wouldnʼt be bad if you made up a list of the qualifications of an animator 

in order of importance. Then all these men could see what it takes to be an 

animator, and could check on themselves to see how nearly they approach the 

desired perfection.  

The list would start with the animatorʼs ability to draw; then, ability to 

visualize action, breaking it down into drawings and analyze the movement, the 

mechanics of the action. From this point, we would come to his ability to 

caricature action – to take a natural human action and see the exaggerated funny 

side of it – to anticipate the effect or illusion created in the mind of the person 

viewing that action. It is important also for the animator to be able to study 

sensation and to feel the force behind sensation, in order to project that 

sensation. Along with this, the animator should know what creates laughter – why 
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do things appeal to people as being funny. In other words, a good animator is a 

combination of all these qualities:  

Good drawing ability; Knowledge of caricature, (action caricature as well 

as feature caricature); Knowledge of acting; Ability to think up gags; Knowledge 

of story construction (and audience values); Knowledge of the mechanical and 

detailed routine involved in his work, in becoming tied up in a knot over the 

mechanics of animation procedure8. 

 

 I wanted the first walk cycle in the ellistrope to not just be academic, but 

also entertaining. I wanted the entertainment to be felt in a free spirited walk. For 

the walk itself, I researched what I thought would be the best representation for 

what I want the ellistrope to do. What animator has not been touched or inspired 

by Walt Disney and his studio? They took a new form of art from its infancy and 

in a twenty-year span, mastered the art in not only mechanics but also 

entertainment.  For this reason when deciding on what walk cycle I wanted to 

analyze, I began to study early Disney animation.   

 Firstly, I studied a walk from Disneyʼs Pinocchio as he is going to school for 

the first time. Secondly, I analyzed one of Fievel the mouseʼs walks in Don 

Bluthʼs An American Tail, as he is setting off to America to start a new life with 

his family. By analyzing and making an amalgam of these two walks, I think the 

walk in its current state best captures that feeling of excitement and anticipation 

that one feels before starting on something new, an adventure that they have 
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been dreaming about. 

 I also wanted to use a character that did not have marquee value and could 

embody the educational intent of mechanics and technique. For this reason I 

chose to use Sad Robot, a character I use periodically for my autobiographical 

shorts and stories. He first debuted in a short story entitled, Life giving Light, 

distributed by Top Shelf Comics in 2006 in its science and technology anthology. 

The Sad Robot character resonates with me for a multitude of reasons. He is 

mechanical, which is the way I initially approach most art. I put a lot of stock in 

technical prowess.  Robots in general have always captured my imagination. 

Robotics and mechanics seemed a suitable subject, as another definition of 

animation is to bring to life and quicken. Another reason I used the Sad Robot 

character is that he is always searching for answers in his stories. 

Metaphorically, I think this is appropriate.  

 His anatomical design is based off of the early 1930s commercial animated 

shorts that focused mostly on slapstick gags, as they were still focused on the 

mechanics and foundations of animation. Much like the cartoons of that time 

period I gave him limbs that are similar to rubber hose, and hands similar to the 

traditional white gloves and plain shoes.  

 I find myself drawn to these cartoons. Perhaps it is my love of Art Nouveau; 

I am a big fan of the arcs, curves, and flowing nature of this style, such as in the 

works of Alphonse Mucha. His work in particular influences my ideas on design, 

layout, and key poses for animation. His design and layout sense often serve as 
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a blueprint when I compose a scene with the desire to captivate and guide the 

viewerʼs attention, much like a magician does when performing sleight of hand 

illusions. His line quality, ornate minimalism and economy of line have often been 

an influence in my work, especially when evaluating a pieceʼs outward appeal. 

Does this work please the eye?  Does it read well—even just as a silhouette? Do 

the arcs of action flow into each other as effortlessly as the tides on the shore? 

These thoughts come into play when I design both the characters and their 

actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	  

 

 

 

In Summation 

 

 

 

 The ellistrope helps answer “the whys” that linger in the heads of these new 

practitioners that are in the process of quickening inanimate objects and images. 

As they look at the figures dance and come to life all at once while the ellistrope 

is spinning, they can study the figure from a variety of views all at once. They can 

concentrate on one angle, and then compare it to any other in an instant. The 

student now has the opportunity to hold a frame in their hands.  This will help 

them grasp the concepts of 3-dimensionality, thinking in the round, and 

foreshortening, and not just seeing an image on the screen. By doing this they 

can further study and grasp the concepts of key poses and dynamic drawings.  

Being able to investigate what happens from many perspectives and in different 

tangible fragments provides an excellent learning tool not previously accessible.  

They now can use their other senses to interpret their ideas and help spark their 

imagination. In many ways, using the ellistrope is similar to life drawing. 

Animators should not just walk around looking at things with oblivious 

appreciation--they should analyze their world and figure out how things work  
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 Animation lives on the page and the screen, but also in the hearts of those 

that have been captivated by its mesmerizing illusions. Its principles do not have 

to be abstract concepts. If we can clearly explain what is happening between the 

frames, we can more effectively teach the mechanics of animation without 

compromising the efficiency.  The tools have already been created; we just have 

to use our other senses.  
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